
classic cocktails

7.50

9.00

9.00

9.00

MALFY 
CITRUS
with fever-tree mediterranean tonic 
lemon & thyme

BURLEIGHTS 
FLORAL
with fever-tree mediterranean tonic 
pink grapefruit & rosemary

MONKEY 47
FLORAL
with fever-tree indian tonic
lavender & lime

SCAPEGRACE 
CITRUS
with fever-tree sicilian lemon tonic 
orange, lemon & juniper

COPPERHEAD
JUNIPER
with fever-tree indian tonic
orange & fresh mint

signature g&t’s

Our signatures are 50ml serves in  
goblet glasses with carefully selected garnishes

9.00



Rum cocktails
7.50

7.50

8.50

7.50

MARTIN MILLERS 
CITRUS
with fever-tree indian tonic 
strawberry, pepper & coriander

HAYMANS OLD TOM 
JUNIPER
with fever-tree ginger beer 
lime & ginger

EDEN MILL LOVE 
JUNIPER
with fever-tree elderflower tonic, 
lime & ginger

PLYMOUTH GIN 
JUNIPER
with fever-tree indian tonic 
lemon & juniper

ALCOHOL FREE 
g&t’s

5.00

5.00

SEEDLIP GARDEN 108
with elderflower tonic, cucumber & mint

SEEDLIP SPICE 94
with ginger beer, orange & rosemary



Gin cocktails
GINS

CITRUS/FRUITY

FLORAL

SPICE

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE 
10 precious botanicals that are held separate from the spirit 
in perforated copper baskets.

FIFTY POUNDS 
Opens with juniper, followed by lemon & coriander. Slight 
spice with citrus developing in the middle.

THE BOTONIST
A super premium artisanal dry gin distilled on the Hebridean 
island of Islay.

3.00 - 4.50

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

3.00 - 4.50

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

3.00 - 4.50

4.00 - 6.00

4.00 - 6.00

25ml 50ml

25ml 50ml

25ml 50ml

BATHTUB GIN
Fresh & bold juniper leads the way with fragrant
citrus & cardamom. 

BROCKMANS
Unique infusion of exquisite botanicals creates an 
intensely smooth gin with a distinctive original taste.

EDINBURGH GINS
Elderflower / Raspberry or Rhubarb & Ginger.

SLINGSBY RHUBARB
Popular rhubarb flavoured gin from Yorkshire made with 
locally sourced botanicals and Harrogate aquifer water.

KING SOHO
This gin was created as a tribute to the original ‘King of Soho’ 
Paul Raymond by his Son. Lemon, lime and grapefruit tones.

LARIOS ROSE
Larios Rosé fuses Mediterranean citrus with its main 
ingredient, strawberries.

3.50 - 5.25

AVIATION GIN
Rich, floral & savory notes of lavender, cardamom & sarsaparilla 
to capture the lushness, spice, creativity & freshness.

OPHIR
Opihr Gin is created using cubebs from Indonesia, black 
pepper from India & coriander from Morocco.



Rum cocktails

GINS
HERBACIOUS

3.00 - 4.50

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

JUNIPER

the right balance 

COTSWOLDS 
Fresh citrus notes of grapefruit & lime up front, with 
earthy coriander, & sweet floral Juniper. 

DEATHS DOOR
A surprisingly simple botanical mix of juniper berries, 
coriander & fennel.

JINZU
The aromas and flavours imparted by Jinzu include juniper 
berries, citrusy notes of coriander seeds, floral cherry blossom 
accents, & the orange & mandarin aromas of Yuzu lemon.

MASONS
Distilled using Harrogate spring water & just 
of juniper, citrus elements & secret botanicals.

TANQUERAY ORIGINAL
SEVILLE ORANGE
RANGPUR LIME
Fresh fruit is added to the recipe, including grapefruits, limes 
& oranges, for a subtle fresh citrus taste.

SLINGSBY
An initial burst of refreshing citrus from the grapefruit base gives 
way to juniper before a very smooth herbaceous sweetness.

3.50 - 5.25

4.30 - 6.50

2.50 - 3.50

4.30 - 6.50

3.50 - 5.25

3.50 - 5.25

25ml 50ml

25ml 50ml

3.50 - 5.25

BEEFEATER OR GORDONS  
A higher concentration of juniper than other brands making 
these well known as the “ginniest” of gins.

BOODLES
British Gin known for its understated juniper flavour & crisp 
taste profile.

BRIGHTON
Clear & bright subtle notes of juniper, fresh citrus & a touch 
of spice.

HENDRICKS
Infusions of cucumber & rose petals create a wonderfully 
refreshing gin with a delightfully floral aroma.

MASONS YORKSHIRE TEA
A distinct & pure scent of juniper, a tangy & crisp citrus note, 
a sweet, floral aroma, a hint of peppery spices with a subtle 
bitter fruit.
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GUMMY BEAR
A raspberry & cranberry fruity number, just 
like the famous bears that remind us of our 
childhood.

BLUE DOLPHIN
Everyone loves this one! Three layers of 
mischief - just remember to stir it up to taste 
the fab flavour of this juicy, fruity jelly treat.

OH-MY GEGE
Got a sweet tooth? Then this old school 
classic, Parma Violet tasting cocktail, is the 
one for you! 

HUBBA BUBBA
Hubba Bubba, it’s funbelievabubble. Fabalicious 
flavours to keep your taste buds tantalised! 
Bubbletastic fun!

THE DRUMSTICK
Flavours of vanilla & raspberry mixed together 
to re-create your favourite chew on a stick.

£6.00 each

TURKISH DELIGHT
Deliciously sticky, fragrant & full of eastern 
promise. Sample our take on the famous rose 
flavoured chocolate, it won’t disappoint!

SHERBERT LEMON
Crunch through the outer to hit the fizzy centre. 
Limoncello combined with butterscotch to create 
that well-loved lemon tang.

PINEAPPLE CUBES
Let’s go retro! Plantation pineapple Rum blended 
to take you to a tropical paradise of pineapple 
pleasure.

CINTA-LERO
Bringing back memories of the seaside with 
a refreshing passion fruit ice lolly. 
Be sure to try this CINTA favourite.

FAB LOLLY 
This refreshing ice lolly flavour inspired cocktail 
is a family fave. A vodka based cocktail, layered 
perfectly with flavour.

£6.50 each
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MOJITOS 
Classic/Strawberry/Raspberry/Passionfruit
The ultimate rum cocktail, blended with 
your choice of fruity flavour. 

COSMOPLITAN
Made famous by Sex & the City, the cosmo 
compliments any little black dress

BELLINI
This famous cocktail was invented at Harry’s Bar, 
Venice, in 1934. The combination of fruit & fizz is 
almost acceptable at breakfast.

DARK ‘N’ STORMY
The simple mix of dark rum & ginger beer 
makes for a great cocktail in any weather. 
The national drink of Bermuda.

STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI
The sweetness of strawberries & the kick of lime 
makes this classic daquiri a real crowd pleaser.

PORN-STAR MARTINI
A CINTA favourite cocktail & we can 
understand why! 

£6.50 each £7.00 each

THE LONG GODFATHER
“A friend should always underestimate your virtues 
& an enemy overestimate your faults”. Need we say 
more? Why not try it on the rocks.

SOURS
Jack Daniels, Whiskey or Disaronno, we’ll let you pick 
your poison. The lighter way to enjoy your spirit.

WHITE OR BLACK RUSSIAN
It takes a good vodka drink to survive a 
Moscow winter & the white or long black 
Russian cocktails definitely make the cut.

CAIPIRINHA
Did you know this is Brazil’s national cocktail? It’s 
also been named the mojito’s cousin! It’s refreshing 
& tangy - give it a try!

BADGER ICED TEA
A cocktail dating back to the Prohibition era, 
disguised unconvincingly as iced tea.

OLD FASHIONED
A muddling madness with whisky & a twist of citrus. 
Properly made, it’s strong but not too strong, sweet 
but not too sweet & most importantly it’s dead-
simple & delicious.

Old WORLD
CLASSiCS
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THE WHITE LADY
Plymouth
This short, ghostly drink is a sour delight that 
dates back to 1919.

FRENCH 75
Aviation
Although the Bellini might be the best known fizz 
cocktail, the French 75 created in Paris in 1915 is 
an all-time classic. 

BRONX
Hendricks
Invented in 1960 in New York the Bronx cocktail 
is essentially a perfect martini with orange juice 
added.

BLUE ARROW 
Bombay Sapphire
A cocktail that rings with gin right up in your 
face, this drink looks like the ocean & tastes like a 
sunshine state.

AVIATION
London No1
This old-school gin Aviation cocktail is one to try. 
It’s full of charm & character. 
Sure to convert all vodka lovers.

FRENCH MARTINI
Ophir
French Martini is one of a few contempory classic 
cocktails that is known worldwide.

GIN ELDERFLOWER FIZZ
Edinburgh Elderflower
Raise a toast with this zesty drink. Edinburgh 
Elderflower Gin combined with lime & mint 
topped with fizz.

MARTINEZ
Haymans Old Tom
A sweet blend of vermouth & gin, the Matinez 
cocktail is innovative & a key influence for the 
most elegant of all drinks, the Martini.

CINTA PASSION
Brockmans
Transport yourself to a tropical island with this 
refreshing gin based cocktail. It’s fun, fruity &  
fabulously tasty! A CINTA favourite.

BRAMBLE
Tanqueray
Born in Britain, it’s best described as a Spring 
cocktail. Well balanced & sweet, a gin lovers 
favourite.

All are made with a premium gin.

£7.00 each
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE
The classic Shirley Temple is great for children, 
expectant mothers or designated drivers! 
It’s the ultimate grown-up kiddie cocktail!

STRAWBERRY DAQUIRI
The sweetness of strawberries & the kick of lime 
combined with lemonade makes this a fruity little 
number everyone will love.

TROPICAL TILT
Inspired by the Caribbean mimicking a 
‘Totally Tropical Taste’.

RASPBERRY MOJITO
The ultimate mocktail, with fresh muddled 
raspberries blended with lime, mint & soda.

GINGER LIMEADE
The subtle heat of fresh ginger juice, makes this 
drink one you will come back to time & time 
again.

VIRGIN PORN-STAR
Creating an alcohol free version of one of our 
most loved cocktails. Served with a shot of soda. 
Just like the real thing.

APPLE COLLINS
The well known cocktail re-created with the 
addition of apple juice is crazy good!

ELDERFLOWER CAPRI
This sparkling spring delight is a real mix of 
flavours, floral, fruit & refreshing. A must try!

£3.50 each




